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Although several studies have suggested impairments on audiovisual speech perception and face tuning in atypical 

developing children with Down Syndrome (DS),1,2,3,4,i.a. none of them explored the role of visual attention to speaking 

faces in assisting language development. This topic was already addressed for European Portuguese (EP) 5-6-month 

old typical developing (TD) infants, showing that, as for other languages,5,6,i.a they attend longer to the eye region 

(over the mouth) before the onset of canonical babbling.7,8 In addition, EP-learning 5-6-month olds attend longer to 

linguistic (face) than to extralinguistic (hand movement) audiovisual cues.  

Our main goal is to add to the knowledge of atypical developing infants’ processing of audiovisual 

communicative cues by exploring the looking pattern of DS EP-learning infants and comparing it with the findings 

from the TD group.  

Six DS infants (M=6 mos.; ranging 5-7 mos.; 3 girls) took part in this ongoing study. Using an eye-tracker we 

recorded infants’ eye-gaze while watching a 4-second-long video of a cartoon character (Noddy) talking and waving 

at the infant. Similarly to previous studies,7,8 we calculated the proportion of looking time infants attended to the eyes 

vs. the mouth, and the face vs. the hand. A Wilcoxon non-parametric test revealed marginal effects of attending 

longer to the eyes over the mouth (Z=-1.9, p=.06), and to the face over the hand (Z=-1.8, p=.06). Therefore, DS and 

TD infants demonstrated similar looking patterns. However, additional analysis revealed that while TDs spent almost 

all of their looking time attending to the face (93%), DS infants did not (48%). Also, TDs set their gaze earlier to the 

face than DS infants. Overall, our preliminary results demonstrated group similarities in selective attention, but 

important differences in general attention processes, thus suggesting that DS children do not ground as much as TD 

in visual cues for communicative purposes.  
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Figure 1. Mean proportion of looking time for each area of interest. Points represent individual infants’ 

proportion of looking time averaged across trials. Error bars represent +/- 1 SE.   
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